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HERA: The Greatest Electron Microscope

Resolution: 10-18 m
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At HERA Neutral and Charged Currents

Charged Currents (CC)

Neutral Currents (NC)
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Q2 = - q2 = - (k - k’)2              :       a measure of the probing power.

High Q2↔ small distance scale

x = Q2/ 2pq                      :      fraction of proton’s momentum

carried by the struck quark.

High x ↔ valence quark

Low x ↔ sea  quarks

Kinematics of Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS)
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Design goals of detectors

The H1 and ZEUS detectors were optimised for : 

• Neutral and Charged Currents at high Q2

• Exotics : leptons (electrons and muons) , Missing Et

(hermiticity),  Multi-jet signatures

• Tagging of photoproduction events

(no forward proton detectors in the first years)
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Some nuances (in a nutshell) between the H1 and ZEUS 

detectors

• H1 : Main optimisation for scattered electron measurement : 
0.1/√Ee resolution for electron energy at large Q2 (> 100 
GeV2), small granularity .

0.5 / √Eh resolution for hadron energy.

Calorimeter (Ar + lead) inside the solenoid coil

• ZEUS : Main optimistion for CC at high Q2

0.35 / √Eh  excellent resolution for hadron energy :

0.18 /√Ee resolution for electron energy

Uranium calorimeter outside the solenoid coil
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HERA e-p scattering events 
observed in the H1Detector
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XY View ZR View

HERA  Charged Current event 

observed in the ZEUS Detector
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e

p
The H1 detector at the 
e-p storage ring HERA

Tracking chambers

Calorimeters

Instrumented iron systemForward muon
detector
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In 1992 HERA has opened up a new kinematic domain

The physics interest in the early

proposals of HERA was focused on 

large Q2.

The discoveries

were at small x !!
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1512 GeV electrons on 480 GeV Protons
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31 May 1992, 20h 42, F.Brasse presses the Button
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H1 Events 19

Many events looked like: : 

Very high track multiplicity

Small visible
energy in
calorimeter
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One of the very first H1 DIS events
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One of the very first ZEUS  CC events
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First Physics runs

1.5 nb-1 (June-July 1992)

24 nb-1 (Sept-Nov 1992)

580 nb-1 (1993)
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First publication by H1 or ZEUS Physics topics

1992 Total Cross Section

1992 Photoproduction, Structure of the Photon 

1992 Inclusive DIS, Low x Physics, Gluon Density 

1993 HFS in DIS,  Jets, Gluon Density, αs

1994 Large Rapidity Gap, Diffractive SF

1994 Vector Meson Production

1994 Electroweak Physics

1993 Searches
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Total Photoproduction Cross Section

Lumi = 1.5 nb-1 Minijets (DG)

Regge fits of low

energy data :

DL and  ALLM

First publication of

HERA results : 

September 1992!

(ZEUS)



Photoproduction at HERA
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At LO : two types of interaction 

The photon couples directly

to a parton of the proton:

the direct process

The photon couples  indirectly

to the proton via the  own parton

content  of the photon :

the resolved process
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A nice direct event



Photoproduction at HERA : 

Inclusive jet production 
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The direct

contribution is

a small fraction 

of the cross section 



Photoproduction at HERA : 

Two jets production
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Xγ
cal    is the  fraction of  the photon’s

momentum participating in the 

production of  the two jets

direct contribution to 

Herwig simulation

A clear signal of resolved photons



Photoproduction at HERA : 

Two jets production
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Xγ
obs is the fraction of  the photon’s momentum

participating in the production of  the two jets

LO parameterisations of the 

photon SF  failed to describe the 

observed resolved photon 

contribution.
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Structure of the proton – simple view before HERA (Yamazaki)
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Early HERA DIS discovery. Lumi = 22.5 nb-1.  Rise of F2 as x → 0

Impressive and unexpected rise

of F2 as x → 0

Rise of the sea quark

and gluon densities.

The rise increases with Q2

H1,  March 1993,

Durham workshop

and

Moriond Conf.
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Early HERA DIS discoveries ,  Rise of F2 as x → 0

Why was it a sur prise ?

Large spread in  the theoretical predictions.

Extrapolations from pre-HERA data indicated a « flattish » F2 , 

that’s also what came out from Regge-like arguments :

F2 ≈ x –ε as x → 0  where ε ≈ 0.08

Was however predicted by the fathers of QCD (1974)  but 

forgotten since. The gluon should rise at low x  for Q2 high enough

and the rise should increase with Q2.

The most dramatic of the QCD foundational papers that protons 

viewed at ever higher resolution would appear more and more as field

energy (soft glue), was only clearly verified at HERA twenty years later.  

Frank Wilczek (QCD, Foundational papers)
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The argument over the interpretation began immediately after

the presentation of the data : two possible mechanisms of evolution

Fixed Q2 , x decreasing.

BFKL approximation :

Inclusion of [�s ln(1/x)]n term leads  to

a strongly rising parton density.

BFKL= Balitsky/Fadin/Kuraev/Lipatov

Fixed x, Q2 increasing.

DGLAP approximation of evolution equations :

• Well known scaling violation proportional

to �
s 

and to gluon density in the proton.

• Neglect �
s
ln(1/x) terms but do contain

[�s ln(Q2)  ln(1/x)]n terms !

DGLAP =

Dokshitzer/Gribov/Lipatov/Altarelli/Parisi



Questions raised in 1993 
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How valid are the DGLAP and BFKL approximations in the 

low x domain of HERA ? 

Q2 evolution of F2 is perfectly described by DGLAP evolution

equations down to Q2 ≈ 2 GeV2 and x ≈ 10-4.

(Hints of departure fom DGLAP in forward jet production at

low x  � next slide)

Saturation effects? 

No saturation observed on inclusive cross section.

Which mechanism to extrapolate to the LHC domain ?

DGLAP evolution equations.



Forward jet production in the low x regime
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forward jet

Due to different ordering in kT and xi of the

cascade, BFKL predicts an higher rate of 

forward jet at very small x 

Hints for BFKL. 

No firm conclusion

Rate of forward jets

(H1, 1993 data)

DGLAP

inspired

BFKL

inspired

x range Data

events

MEPS 

events

CDM

events

2. 10-4 - 1. 10-3 279 141 282

1. 10-3 - 2. 10-3 158 101 108
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Clear pattern of scaling violation at lox x 

(Lumi = 0.54 pb-1)

Approximation at LO 
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Gluon density from scaling violations 

Lumi = 0.54 pb-1

H1 1992

Lumi = 0.022 pb-1

H1 1993

Need to assume αs from world average to  extract the gluon density

Approximation at LO   
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A NC-DIS event with two jets 21
' JetJeteep →

e

e

Jet1

Jet1

Jet2

Jet2

e

J1 J2
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Jet production processes at HERA

In Boson-Gluon-Fusion jets are directly sensitive to the gluon

density in the proton and to �
s
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Direct determination of gluon density from multi-jet events

• DIS  (2+1) jet  cross section : σ2+1 ≈  αs (A. g + B. q)

• In first analyses  αs and quark densities were

supposed to be known to extract the gluon density.

• It has taken many years to fully disentangle

quark densities, gluon density and αs  .               → next talks
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Direct determination of gluon density from multi-jet events

Agreement between direct and indirect measurement of  the gluon

density has constitued an important test of perturbative QCD 

1993 data 
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Determination of the strong coupling constant 

from multi-jet events

From the ratio

At NLO :

Small sensitivity to quark and gluon densities

First determination with a modest luminosity of 0.3 pb-1 :

αs(M
2

Z) = 0.123 ± 0.018 (very promising !)   (H1, 1993)
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Early HERA discovery :

hard diffraction in DIS

10% of NC DIS events have gap 

between forward proton and 

central activity. 

Not described by the (at that time)

simulation programmes.

Considerable renewed interest in 

theoretical approaches to diffraction

(1992)



Hard Diffraction at HERA 
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Std DIS                                                 Diffractive DIS  

No colour flow between

the scattered quark and 

the proton remnant



Theoretical approaches to Diffraction

Since the very early data two types of interpretations have been 

(and are still ) considered :

1) VMD like, fluctuation of the virtual photon in  VM.  In 

modern langages : dipole models

2) electron- Pomeron scattering

Without any assumption on the diffraction mechanism it is

possible to define useful variables :                                    
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First Measurement of the Deep-Inelastic

Structure Function of Proton Diffraction

Pomeron interpretation :

=  the momentum fraction

of the Pomeron in the proton

β =    the momentum fraction

of the struck quark within the

Pomeron

(1993 data)



Elastic production of  ψ VM
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Two possible mechanisms of production:

Pomeron exchange                     Perturbative QCD

Shaded region : 

perturbative QCD  

Solid line : 

soft pomeron exchange 

Q2 < 4 GeV2



Elastic production of  ρ VM
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Photoproduction
Production in DIS 

Hatched area : soft pomeron model

Shaded area   : perturbative QCD

Solid line : soft pomeron
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EW unification

(1993)

Beautiful demonstration of EW unification

NC

CC
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Desesperately seeking Leptoquark

since the early runs in 1992

	�� =
�2

��

	
	

Looking for a peak in the s-channel at
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Limits on excited electrons in a new mass range 

e-gamma

pairs

jet-jet

pairs



Summary

First physics results at HERA include discoveries which will stay in 
the legacy of HERA.

They have brought new insight mainly into:  

the structure of the proton at small x.

+ the diffraction and the structure of the « Pomeron »

+ the structure of the photon

Many of the HERA data were well ahead of theory !

They have given us appetite for much more data.   

→  next talks.
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EXTRA
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How one problem has cured a second problem

1) Pollution of LAr by desorption

of freon from G10 read out boards

2) Outer vessel of  Lar calorimeter :

crimp junction alu-steel not tight

Cut an alu  cylinder of the warm vessel

to redo the crimping outside the hall.

Meanwhile : fill the LAr inner vessel

with pure gas : N2, Ar, He and then

pump it to obtain a rough vacuum, 

again and again for several months.

No more leaks , and stability of the

LAr signal at the 10-3 level per year
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